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Summary

1 Summary
The research and application of thermoresponsive polymers have been attracting great
interest over the last 10 years. As an example, thermoresponsive polymers are used
for applications in medicine, biotechnology, and the production of functional materials.
Generally, thermoresponsive polymers can be divided into two types: (1) Polymers
which dissolve above a critical temperature, i.e. show an upper critical solution
temperature, in short UCST, (2) Polymers which dissolve below a certain temperature,
i.e. show a lower critical solution temperature, in short LCST. Furthermore, polymers
which have both a UCST and LCST are known and are attracting attention in research
and development.
This dissertation focused on the synthesis of novel thermoresponsive copolymers and
their possible application as a "smart" matrix. The following issues were discussed in
detail:
- influence of hydrophilic / hydrophobic groups (comonomers) on thermoresponsive
behavior
- temperature dependent change of the polymer morphology
- temperature induced release of active substances / nanoparticles
- fabrication of a double thermoresponsive hydrogel with interpenetrated network
structure
In the introductory part of this dissertation, the basics of thermoresponsive polymers
are discussed and an overview of the thermoresponsive polymers which are already
known in the literature is given. Special attention was directed to non-ionic UCST
polymers and polymers with both UCST and LCST. In the following, a short overview
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of methods of controlled radical polymerization, which were used for the synthesis of
copolymers in the context of this thesis, is presented.
In the second part of this dissertation, the processed and published results of the
subprojects are summarized, and their connection is explained.
The first publication deals with the synthesis of a double thermoresponsive
poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(acrylamide-co-acrylonitrile) (PEG-b-P(AAm-AN)) block
copolymer. Based on the known P(AAm-AN) UCST copolymer, the phase transition
behavior could be converted into a double thermoresponsive behavior with a UCST
and LCST by applying a short hydrophilic PEG block. The double thermoresponsive
behavior depends on the length of the PEG block, the acrylamide/acrylonitrile ratio in
the copolymer, and on the concentration. Temperature dependent dynamic light
scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments could
illustrate the change of the polymer morphology of micelles to aggregates and to
micelles again, which is responsible for the double thermoresponsive behavior.
In the second publication, the influence of a hydrophobic comonomer on the
thermoresponsive phase behavior of poly(N-acryloylglycinamide) (PNAGA) was
demonstrated.

Using

Reversible

Addition

Fragmentation

Transfer

(RAFT)

polymerization, block-like P(NAGA-AN) copolymers could be synthesized. In contrast
to PNAGA, these copolymers exhibit a narrow cooling/heating hysteresis in water,
which could be tuned over a temperature range of < 5-40 °C depending on the AN
content. Once more, the temperature-dependent change of the polymer morphology
could be visualized through TEM and DLS experiments. Interestingly, the copolymers
showed no dependence of the cloud point on the concentration, which is rarely
observed in UCST polymers.
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On the basis of the first two publications, a PEG-b-P(NAGA-AN) block copolymer could
be synthesized by free radical polymerization, using a macroinitiator in the third
publication. Due to the microstructure of the PEG-b-P(NAGA-AN) copolymer, the
copolymer formed micelles, which could be successfully used to encapsulate the
cancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) and a photo-thermal agent. Exposure to near-infrared
light resulted in the dissolution of the micelles, which enabled the spatiotemporal
controlled release of DOX, and prevented efflux into drug-resistant MCF-7/DOX cells.
Thus, an effective prevention of the growth of drug-resistant tumor cells was proven by
in vivo studies.
In the fourth publication, the influence of different N-substituted acrylamide-based
comonomers on the thermoresponsive behavior of poly(methacrylamide) (PMAAm),
which shows a UCST with broad cooling/heating hysteresis, was investigated. The
copolymers

of

MAAm

and

N-cyclohexylacrylamide,

respectively

N-tert-

butylacrylamide, were synthesized by free-radical polymerization (FRP), showing a
rare phenomenon, in which the type of thermoresponsive behavior could be switched
from a UCST to an LCST with regions of complete solubility or insolubility, depending
on the copolymer composition.
The fifth publication shows the synthesis and application of a terpolymer of MAAm, Ntert-butylacrylamide and UV-crosslinkable 4-acryloylbenzophenone. This terpolymer
was prepared by FRP and showed LCST behavior. Electrospinning of the terpolymer
allowed the fabrication of a nanofiber matrix which, due to a temperature increase,
exhibited strong contraction, allowing the controlled release of nanoparticles.
The sixth and last publication demonstrates the production of a double
thermoresponsive,

interpenetrating

polymer

network

(IPN)

poly(N-

acryloylglycinamide)/poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) PNAGA/PNIPAAm hydrogel. The
3
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synthesis was carried out in two, independently of one another, sequential UV induced
polymerizations. Mechanical properties of the IPNs showed a clear dependence on
temperature and on PNIPAAm content. As a result, it could be shown that better
mechanical properties of the IPN are obtained with higher temperatures or a
decreasing NIPAAm content.

In the outlook of this thesis, the synthesis and potential application of novel UCST and
double thermoresponsive polymers are discussed. In particular, the use of new,
acrylamide-based, N- and α-substituted comonomers is to the fore.
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2 Zusammenfassung

Sowohl die Forschung als auch die Anwendung von thermoresponsiven Polymeren,
hat etwa in den letzten 10 Jahren erhebliches Interesse erfahren. So werden heute
thermoresponsive Polymere etwa für Anwendungen in der Medizin, Biotechnologie
und allgemein zur Herstellung funktioneller Materialien verwendet. Grundsätzlich
werden thermoresponsive Polymere in zwei Klassen unterteilt: (1) Polymere welche
sich oberhalb einer kritischen Temperatur lösen, also eine (engl. upper critical solution
temperature) kurz UCST zeigen, (2) Polymere welche sich unterhalb einer bestimmten
Temperatur lösen (engl. lower critical solution temperature) kurz LCST zeigen. Auch
Polymere welche beides, eine UCST als auch eine LCST aufweisen, sind bekannt und
erfreuen sich zunehmender Aufmerksamkeit in Forschung Entwicklung.
Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde auf die Synthese neuartiger thermoresponsiver
Copolymere und deren mögliche Anwendungen als „smarte“ Matrix eingegangen.
Hierbei wurde detailliert auf folgende Themengebiet eingegangen.
-

Einfluss hydrophiler / hydrophober Gruppen (Comonomere) auf das

thermoresponsive Verhalten
-

Temperatur abhängige Änderung der Polymer Morphologie in wässriger

Umgebung
-

Temperatur induzierte Freisetzung von Wirkstoffen / Nanopartikeln

-

Darstellung eines doppelt thermoresponsiven Hydrogels mit interpenetrierter

Netzwerkstruktur
Im Einleitungsteil dieser Arbeit wird auf die Grundlagen thermoresponsiver Polymere
eingegangen und ein Überblick über die in der Literatur bereits bekannten
5
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thermoresponsiven Polymere gegeben. Hier wurde spezielle auf nicht ionische UCST
Polymere und Polymere welche UCST und LCST in einem aufweisen, eingegangen.
Nachfolgende wird ein kurzer Überblick über Methoden der kontrollierten radikalischen
Polymerisation dargelegt, welche zur Synthese von Copolymeren im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit angewendet wurde.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Dissertation werden die Ergebnisse der bearbeiteten und
veröffentlichten Teilprojekte zusammenfassend dargestellt und deren Zusammenhang
erläutert.
Die erste Publikation behandelt die Synthese eines neuen doppelt thermoresponsiven
Polyethylenglycol-b-Poly(acrylamid-co-acrylnitril) (PEG-b-P(AAm-AN) Blockcopolymers. Ausgehend vom bereits bekannten P(AAm-AN) UCST Copolymer, konnte das
UCST Phasenübergangsverhalten durch Anbringen eines kurzen hydrophilen PEG
Blocks, in ein doppelt thermoresponsives Verhalten, mit einer UCST und LCST,
überführt werden. Hierfür wurde ein PEG-Makroinitiator zur Initiierung der freien
radikalischen Polymerisation von Acrylamid mit Acrylnitril verwendet. Dabei zeigt sich,
dass das doppelt thermoresponsive Verhalten von der Länge des PEG-Blocks, dem
Acrylamid/Acrylnitril Verhältnis im Copolymer, als auch von der Konzentration
abhängig ist. Temperaturabhängige Dynamische Lichtstreuexperimente (DLS) und
Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie (TEM) Messungen konnten hierbei, die für das
doppelt

thermoresponsive

Verhalten

verantwortliche

Änderung

der

Polymermorpholgie von Mizellen, zu Aggregaten und wieder zu Mizellen,
veranschaulichen.
In der zweiten Publikation konnte der Einfluss eines hydrophoben Comonomers auf
das thermoresponsive Phasenverhalten von Poly(N-acryloylglycinamid) gezeigt
werden. Unter Verwendung der Reversiblen Additions-Fragmentierung Transfer
6
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(RAFT) Polymerisation konnten blockartige P(NAGA-AN) Copolymere synthetisiert
werden. Im Gegensatz zu PNAGA weisen diese Copolymere eine enge Kühl/Heizhysterese in Wasser auf, die in Abhängigkeit vom AN-Gehalt über einen
Temperaturbereich von < 5-40 °C eingestellt werden konnte. Wie bereits bei der ersten
Arbeit konnte auch hier die temperaturabhängige Änderung der Polymermorpholgie
mittels TEM und DLS Experimenten veranschaulicht werden. Interessanterweise
zeigten die Copolymere keine Abhängigkeit des Trübungspunkt von der Konzentration,
was für UCST Polymere selten beobachtet werden konnte.

Auf Grundlage der ersten beiden Publikation, konnte in der dritten Publikation mittels
freier radikalischer Polymerisation unter der Verwendung eines Makroinitiators ein
PEG-b-P(NAGA-AN) Blockcopolymer synthetisiert werden. Aufgrund der Mikrostruktur
des PEG-b-P(NAGA-AN)-Copolymers bildete dieses Mizellen, welche erfolgreich für
die

Verkapselung

des

Krebsmedikaments

Doxorubicin

(DOX)

und

eines

photothermischen Stoffes verwendet werden konnten. Einstrahlung von nahinfrarotem
Licht führte zur Auflösung der Mizellen, was die räumlich-zeitliche kontrollierte
Freisetzung von DOX ermöglichte und den Ausfluss in arzneimittelresistente MCF7/DOX-Zellen verhinderte. So wurde eine effektive Vorbeugung des Wachstums von
arzneimittelresistenten Tumorzellen durch in-vivo Studien nachgewiesen.
In der vierten Publikation, wurde der Einfluss verschiedener N-substituierter
acrylamidbasierender Comonomere, auf das thermoresponsive Verhalten von
Poly(methacrylamid) (PMAAm), welches selbst eine UCST mit breiter Kühl/Heizhysterese zeigt, untersucht. Die mittels freier radikalischer Polymerisation (FRP)
synthetisierten Copolymere aus MAAm und N-cyclohexylacrylamid bzw. N-tertbutylacrylamid

zeigten

ein

seltenes

Phänomen,

bei

dem

die

Art

des
7
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thermoresponsiven Verhaltens in Abhängigkeit der Copolymerzusammensetzung, von
einer UCST zu einer LCST, mit Bereichen der vollständige Löslich-bzw. Unlöslichkeit,
geändert werden konnte.
Die fünfte Publikation, zeigt die Synthese und Anwendung eines Terpolymers aus
MAAm,

N-tert-Butylacrylamid

und

des

durch

UV-Licht

vernetzbaren

4-

Acryloylbenzophenon. Dieses Terpolymer wurde mittels FRP dargestellt und zeigte ein
LCST Verhalten. Elektrospinnen des Terpolymers ermöglichte die Fabrikation einer
Nanofasermatrix die durch Temperaturerhöhung eine starke Kontraktion aufwies, was
zur kontrollierten Freisetzung von Nanopartikeln genutzt werden konnte.
In der sechsten und letzten Publikation wird die Herstellung eines doppelt
thermoresponsiven, interpenetrierenden Polymernetzwerks (IPN) PNAGA/PNIPAAm
Hydrogels aufgezeigt. Die Synthese erfolgte hierbei in zwei unabhängig aufeinander
folgenden, UV-Licht induzierten Polymerisationen von NAGA bzw. NIPAAm. Die
mechanischen Eigenschaften der IPNs zeigten hierbei eine deutliche Abhängigkeit von
der Temperatur und dem PNIPAAm Anteil. So konnte gezeigt werden, dass bei
höheren Temperaturen beziehungsweise bei einem abnehmenden NIPAAm-Anteil,
bessere mechanische Eigenschaften der IPN erhalten werden.

Im Ausblick dieser Arbeit wird auf die Synthese und mögliche Anwendungen
neuartiger UCST bzw. doppelt thermoresponsiver Polymere eingegangen. Hier steht
vor allem die Verwendung neuer, auf Acrylamid basierenden N- und α- substituierten
Comonomere im Fokus.
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3 List of symbols and abbreviations
AAc

acrylic acid

AAm

acrylamide

AIBN

azobisisobutyronitrile

AN

acrylonitrile

ATRP

atom transfer radical polymerization

ABP

4-acryloyloxybenzophenone

CMDT

cyanomethyl dodecyl trithiocarbonate

CRP

controlled radical polymerization

DLS

dynamic light scattering

DMSO

dimethyl sulfoxide

DOX

Doxorubicin

DSC

differential scanning calorimetry

eq

equivalents

FRP

free radical polymerization

GPC

gel permeation chromatography

IPN

interpenetrating polymer network

LCST

lower critical solution temperature

MBA

N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide

m, n

degree of polymerization

Mn

number average molar mass

Mw

weight average molar mass

NAGA

N-acryloylglycinamide
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NIPAAm

N-isopropylacrylamide

NMRP

nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization

NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance

PAAc

poly(acrylic acid)

PEG

poly(ethylene glycol)

PBS

phosphate buffered saline

ppm

parts per million

PMAAm

poly(methacrylamide)

PNAGA

poly(N-acryloylglycinamide)

PNIPAAm

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)

RAFT

reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer

S

styrene

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

SLS

static light scattering

Tcp

cloud point

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

TEMPO

2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy

UCST

upper critical solution temperature

UV

ultraviolet light

Vis

visible light

VPTT

volume phase transition temperature
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4 Introduction
“Smart” polymers show a distinct change in solubility, mechanical properties or
morphology, owing to small changes of the environment such as temperature,
magnetic forces, pH and light irradiation.1-3 Such kind of polymers are mainly used in
the field of medicine, biotechnology and sensor technology.4, 5 Particular attention was
directed to thermoresponsive polymers, as the temperature of the environmental can
be controlled in a fast and easy way.
In this thesis, the synthesis, properties and application of new thermoresponsive
polymers were studied. The main focus of this work was the synthesis of new polymers
which show an upper critical solution temperature (UCST), an LCST and UCST in one,
as well as either a UCST or LCST, depending on the copolymer composition.
Furthermore, we showed the application of thermoresponsive polymers as matrixes for
the controlled and temperature triggered release of drugs and nanoparticles.

4.1 Thermoresponsive polymers
In the last decades, the synthesis, characterization and the application of
thermoresponsive polymers have made significant progress.6, 7 Applications in the field
of medicine as drug carrier or as carrier for proteins and enzymes are only a few
examples

for

the

wide

range

of

conceivable

applications.8

Generally,

thermoresponsive polymers can be categorized in polymers with an LCST-type or a
UCST-type phase transition. The characteristic phase separation of both types is
diagramed with an isobaric, concentration-dependent phase diagram, as shown in
(Figure 4.1-1).
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Figure 4.1-1: Concentration-dependent phase diagram for an LCST and UCST
polymer in solution. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright The Royal Society
of Chemistry 2016)

The LCST is defined as the minimum of the phase diagram, whereas the UCST is
defined as the maximum of the corresponding bimodal curve at a specific polymer
solution concentration. In order to understand the mechanism during the phase
transition, the inter- and intramolecular interactions have to be discussed on a
molecular level. The Flory-Huggins theory, based on the Gibbs equation (Equation 1),
describes the free enthalpy of mixing (ΔGm) for polymer solutions.

ΔGm = ΔHm - T ΔSm

(1)

ΔHm = change in enthalpy of mixing; ΔSm = change in entropy of mixing
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To describe the phase diagram, pure water and pure polymer phases are assumed to
be below the UCST as well as above the LCST. Based on this assumption, the free
Gibbs energy of mixing must be negative to dissolve a polymer.
For UCST-type copolymers, which are insoluble at low temperature, ΔHm as well as
ΔSm are positive in the two-phase region of the phase diagram, resulting in positive
ΔGm so that the polymer is insoluble. Upon heating and reaching the maximum of the
bimodal curve, the ΔSm term overweighs, ΔGm becomes negative and the polymer
dissolves. On the molecular scale, the polymer chain changes its conformation form
from a collapsed globule state to an open coil state.9, 10 For LCST-type polymers, it is
the contrary. At low temperatures, LCST-type polymers are dissolved as a result of a
negative ΔGm. Heating the solution results in an overweighting positive ΔHm due to the
breakage of the formed water-polymer hydrogen bonds, and the polymer becomes
insoluble, appearing as a phase separation. Thus, the ΔSm and ΔHm are affected by
many factors, such as hydrogen bonds of strong hydrophilic groups and an ordered
hydration-shell.11 In contrast, UCST polymers generally show stronger polymerpolymer interaction, which leads to a much smaller change in ΔHm upon heating.9 In
order to monitor the phase transition behavior of a polymer solution, different kinds of
techniques, such as rheology, light scattering or turbidity measurements can be
applied.12 Turbidity measurements monitor the change in transmittance (%)
precipitation of the polymer solution, as shown in Figure 4.1-2.
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Figure 4.1-2: Turbidity measurement of poly(methacrylamide) with a UCST in aqueous
solution showing a broad cooling/heating hysteresis of approx. 25°C.

Typically, the cloud point (Tcp), is defined as a point with a specific concentration of the
bimodal curve at which the phase separation occurs. The cloud point can be defined
as the point of inflection at which the transmittance changed by 50%. The distinction
between cloud points in cooling and heating is defined as the cooling/heating
hysteresis.

4.2 Polymers with a LCST-type phase transition
Polymers with an LCST in water or in organic solvents are well studied and used in a
wide field of applications.8, 13 Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) is probably the
most studied and used LCST polymer, whereas the thermoresponsive behavior was
first shown in 1967 by Scarpa et al. and the solution properties were described by
Heskins et al. in 1968.14, 15 In most cases, LCST polymers are based on a poly(N-alkyl(meth) acrylamide) polymer structure.13 Roy et al. reviewed and listed a number of
LCST polymers and copolymers based on the N-alkyl (meth) acrylamide structure over
a wide temperature range (see Figure 4.2-1).16 Furthermore, poly(N-vinylamide)s,
14
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poly(alkylamidoacrylate)s, poly(oxazoline)s and poly(ether)s, such as poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG), are known for displaying an LCST-type phase transition in aqueous
solution.17, 18

Figure 4.2-1: Representative examples for LCST polymers over a temperature range
of 10°C – 100°C.14, 19-23
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4.3 Non-ionic polymers with a UCST-type phase transition
Based on ionic interactions (Coulomb interactions) or reversibly strong hydrogen
bonds, polymers can exhibit UCST in aqueous solutions.9, 24 In comparison to ionic
UCST-type polymers, advantages of non-ionic UCST-type polymers are, for example,
lower sensitivity to added salts, impurities, pH and a highly repeatable and stable
phase transition.1, 24 This makes non-ionic UCST-type polymer highly interesting for a
great number of applications. Nevertheless, based on the number of publications in
the last 10 years (Figure 4.3-1), polymers with a UCST phase transition in water have
been studied at a significantly lower level than polymers with an LCST phase transition
behavior.
LCST
UCST

until August

600
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Number of publication

500
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400
350
300
250
200
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Year

Figure 4.3-1: Number of publications with a general content about LCST and UCST
phase transition behavior, respectively, in aqueous solution, non-aqueous solution,
gels and applications (based on Scifinder 1st August 2018).

However, the progress made has increased the number of polymers which exhibit a
UCST-type phase transition in water. Therefore, a wide temperature range is now
available as a result of different cloud points of the novel polymers.9 Moreover, cloud
16
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points can be tuned by changing the concentration of the solution, varying the molar
mass,25 the copolymer composition or by adding salts.1 One of the most studied UCST
polymers is poly(N-acryloylglycinamide) (PNAGA), first synthesized by Haas et al.26,
whereas UCST behavior was not shown until almost 50 years later by Seuring et al.27
The reason for the delayed observation of the UCST of PNAGA was identified as a
result of traces of acrylate and acrylic acid impurities coming from the NAGA monomer
synthesis, initiators or chain transfer agents used for the reversible additionfragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization.25 However, PNAGA shows a
concentration-dependent, sharp UCST-type phase transition in water with a relatively
broad cooling/heating hysteresis at a difference of around 12°C in Tcp upon
cooling/heating (Figure 4.3-2).

Figure 4.3-2: Cooling/heating hysteresis of PNAGA in aqueous solution. (Reprinted
with permission from Ref.28 Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society).

An additional outstanding example is a copolymer of acrylamide (AAm) and the
hydrophobic acrylonitrile (AN), whereas the PAAm homopolymer itself is a water
17
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soluble polymer.29,

30

By changing the copolymer composition, the cloud point is

tunable over a wide temperature range of 5°C to around 60°C, which makes it
applicable on a broad scale. Furthermore, the copolymers show a sharp transition with
an extremely narrow cooling/heating hysteresis in water as well as in physiological
buffer solution, as shown in Figure 4.3-3.

Figure 4.3-3: Turbidity measurement of P(AAm-AN) in PBS buffer solution with a
concentration of 1 wt%. The Tcp can be tuned within a range of 6-60°C, depending on
the molar ratio of acrylamide and acrylonitrile. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.30
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society).

In comparison to water soluble PAAm, poly(methacrylamide) (PMAAm) is known for
showing a UCST-type phase transition in water (see Figure 4.3-3), which was shown
by the Agarwal group for the first time.30 Contrary to water soluble PAAm, a broad
hysteresis with a UCST type phase transition at around 25°C and a broad hysteresis
at a difference of around 25°C when cooled/heated is observed for PMAAm.
In addition to the examples of PNAGA, PMAAm and the copolymer of P(AAm-AN), a
literature survey regarding examined non-ionic UCST-polymers, modifications and its
application was conducted, which is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Literature survey on known non-ionic UCST-type polymers.
Polymer structure

Properties

PNAGA

Prepared by FRP as well as CRP (ATRP,
RAFT), Tcp = 13.7°C (cooling); 23°C (heating)
for a 1 wt% solution25, 28, 31

P(AAm-AN)

Copolymers prepared via FRP and RAFT
polymerization, Tcp= 6-60°C (depending on
AN (mol%) content in polymer)30, 32

P(AAm-AN)-b-PR

Prepared

by

RAFT,

block

copolymers

undergo micelle formation, Tcp = 14-48°C
(dependent on copolymer composition and
comonomer)32

HBPO-star-P(AAm-AN)

Prepared by RAFT, Tcp = 33.2 - 65.2°C with
a broad hysteresis (dependent on the
amount of AN and the length of the arms)33

Reprinted with permission from, © 2018
American Chemical Society33

P(AAm-S)

Only copolymers made by RAFT, showing a
UCST in water due to homogeneity, Tcp = 1085°C (cooling) (depending on the styrene
content)34
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Table 1: Literature survey on known non-ionic UCST-type polymers (continued).
Polymer structure

Properties

PPAE

The polymer is not cytotoxic.
The UCST depends on Mn and the concentration,
Tcp = 1.5-37.6°C (can be changed by the amount
of NaCl and alcohol amount35)

PMAAm

Broad cooling/heating, Tcp = 35/55°C hysteresis
in aqueous solution with a concentration of 1wt%,
Tg =254°C30

P(6-(acryloyloxymethyl)-uracil)

Made by FRP, Tcp =~ 60◦C with a concentration
of 0.1wt%,Tcp is shifted to lower temperatures
upon adding urea or adenosine36

P(imidazole) based

1: Tcp = 18-40°C , 4 wt% in water;
(depending on copolymer ratio and pH value, at
pH = 2 no Tcp observed)
2. Tcp = 78°C (depending on copolymer ratio and
cyclodextrine side chain content)37, 38

P(MAA-DMAEMA)

Made by RAFT, Tcp = <10-70°C for 5 mg/mL in
water/ethanol (depending on the solvent mixture,
ethanol 45-75 vol%)39
Furthermore, several derivatives are known,
showing a UCST in water/ethanol mixtures40-42
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Table 1: Literature survey on known non-ionic UCST-type polymers (continued).
Polymer structure

Properties

P(NAGA177-DAAM9)

Made by RAFT, (Mn = 28 kg·mol/L, Ð = 1.22); shows
a UCST in water/methanol, Tcp (cooling) =
4.5-22.5°C, Tcp (heating) = 13.5 to 35.5°C
(depending on the composition and Mn)43

PNAAAM

Made by RAFT, (Mn = 17, 000 -118, 000, Ð = ~1.26,
Tcp = 4-24°C (depending on molecular weight and
concentration in the range 0.5wt%-3wt%)44

P(NAGA-BA)

Made by FRP, Tcp = 9-57°C (depending on
composition, concentration), CMC = 66 µg/mL for
(NAGA:BA = 0.8:0.2 (n/n)30, 45

P(allylurea-R)

Used to capture proteins under physiological
conditions, Tcp =<10-40°C (depending comonomer
R, salt concentration and pH) 46
Further derivatives are known47

P(AAm-benzylAAm)
n
O

PPO

NH2 O

mx
NH

Made by FRP-post polymerization modification, Tcp
= 7°C for (0.87 mol%, AAm) and (0.13 mol%,
benzylAAm) in water48

UCST in water only with concentration above
45 wt%49
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Table 1: Literature survey on known non-ionic UCST-type polymers (continued).
Polymer structure

Properties

P(ureido-derivatives)

Made by ATRP and post modification,
1. Tcp = 76°C, 2. Tcp = 96° Partial

n
O

O

O

quaternization

O

N
N N

with

methyl

iodide

decreased the Tcp50
1 R= CH2CH2
2 R= CH2CH2CH2

R
HN

O
NH2

As the examples show, there is a steady growth of non-ionic UCST-type polymers.
However, there is still a need to understand in detail the effect of hydrophobic or
hydrophilic comonomers on the phase transition behavior of UCST-type polymers in
detail. Further research is required in order to understand the influence of these
hydrophilic/hydrophobic comonomers on the cooling/heating hysteresis, examples
being PMAAm, the Tcp and the type of phase transition itself. Copolymers with double
thermoresponsive properties as a result of its complex hydrophilic/hydrophobic
equilibrium are, among others, to be mentioned here. The following chapter 4.4 gives
an overview of such double thermally reacting polymers and describes their synthesis
and properties in detail.
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4.4 Polymers with double (LCST and UCST)-type phase transitions
In the last few years, polymers which exhibit both an LCST and UCST at the same
time became an interesting class of thermoresponsive polymers. These polymers
promise a multitude of new application possibilities as a result of its complex change
in morphology and its thermoresponsive behavior.51,

52

For the synthesis of such

polymers, the synthesis of block copolymers consisting of a UCST block and an LCST
block or the combination of two LCST and UCST blocks, respectively, was shown.53-55
Alternatively, a hydrophilic or hydrophobic block can be attached to a known
thermoresponsive polymer to obtain a double thermoresponsive polymer. This can be
achieved, for example, by controlled polymerization of a second block or by the use of
macroinitiator containing hydrophilic or hydrophobic fragments.54, 56, 57

Compared to non-ionic UCST and LCST polymers, the number of double
thermoresponsive copolymers is relatively small. In the following, an overview of
known double thermoresponsive polymers and its characteristics is given (Table 2).
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Table 2: Copolymers with a double thermoresponsive behavior.
Polymer structure

Properties

PEO-b-PNAGA-b-PNIPAM

Made by RAFT polymerization using a PEG- macroRAFT agent, Tcp1 (LCST) = 28.8°C, Tcp2 (UCST) =
7.5°C (depending on the block- length, block- ratio,
block-order)58

PNIPAAm-b-peptide

Thiol functionalized peptide used for the FRP of
NIPAAm, Tcp1 (LCST) = ~30°C, Tcp2 (melting) =
~75°C at a concentration of 200 g/L59

PNPAM-b-PNEAM

Made by RAFT polymerization, both Tcp1 (LCST) =
20°C, Tcp2 (LCST) = 70°C (depending on the blocklength, block-ratio a concentration of 1 g/L)54

PDMAEMA-b-PPSBMA

Made by ATRP, Tcp1 (UCST) = <5-31°C; Tcp2 (LCST)
= 48-70°C (depending on the block ratio, pH, salt
concentration)60

P(MEO2MA - OEGMA)

Made by FRP, clay nanocomposite hydrogel, Tcp1
and Tcp2 = 5-85°C (depending on the OEGMA
content and clay amount)61
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Table 2: Copolymers with a double thermoresponsive behavior (continued).
Polymer structure

Properties

PSPP430-b-PNIPAM200

Made by RAFT polymerization Tcp1 (UCST) =
18°C; Tcp2 (LCST) = 33°C in D2O and water
(depending on the block- length, block- ratio,
concentration, electrolyte concentration)53, 62

PNIPAAm-b-PpPEGV

HN

n
O

Made by RAFT, NIPAAm; Tcp1 (LCST) = ~30°C,
Tcp2 (LCST) = ~44-54°C in water with a

m

concentration of 2wt% (depending on the blockO
O

length, block- ratio, length PEG side chain)63

x

P(amido thioether)s

Made by polyaddition, Tcp1 (LCST) = 36-49°C;
Tcp2 (UCST) = ~66°C in water (depending on pH,
concentration, composition, CO2, oxidation)64

P(NVCL) copolymers

1-2: Made by cobalt mediated polymerization,
(depending on the block ratio, block lengths, salt
concentration, comonomer), 1. Tcp1 (LCST) =
25-52°C; Tcp2 (UCST) = 43-70°C, 2. Tcp1 (LCST)
= 43-52°C; Tcp2 (UCST) = 70°C65, 66

PEG-b-P(AAm-AN)

Made by FRP using a PEG-macro-initiator, Tcp1
LCST) = 20-50°C, Tcp2 (UCST) = 23-68°C
(depending on PEG block length, AN content,
concentration)57
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4.5 Thermoresponsive interpenetrating network (IPN) hydrogels
In addition to linear thermoresponsive polymers, thermoresponsive hydrogels, which,
as a result of its 3-dimensionally cross-linked structure, are no longer soluble, play an
important role in the field of biotechnology and medicine such as sensors and the
matrix for cell culturing applications do.67-69
Interpenetrating network hydrogels are, in addition to non-ionic and ionic hydrogels, an
interesting group of hydrogels. IPNs consist of at least two independent polymer
networks which are not covalently linked and at least one of the two networks is crosslinked or synthesized in the presence of the hydrogel.70, 71 Two different variants are
conceivable for the synthesis of IPNs, 1. Stepwise synthesis, the second network being
polymerized in the swollen first network, 2. Simultaneous polymerization of both
networks, whereby the two polymerizations are not affecting one another.70 The
compatibility of the individual polymer properties without the loss of desired specific
properties of the polymers makes the application of IPNs as biomaterials, sensors and
for tissue engineering highly interesting.71-76
Thermoresponsive IPN hydrogels are of interest as they swell and shrink due to slight
changes in ambient temperature. PNIPAAm is probably the best-known and most
commonly used polymer, which, in the cross-linked state, shows a negative volume
phase transition temperature (VPTT), i.e. the gel shrinks above the VPTT.77 The
synthesis and properties of a PNIPAAm IPN hydrogel were demonstrated by Zhang et
al.78 In this work, a considerable improvement of the mechanical properties resulting
from the IPN structure could be achieved when compared to ordinary PNIPAAm.
Furthermore, the controlled release of a drug has been demonstrated. The synthesis
of PNIPAAm-based IPN hydrogels was shown.79 As a result, it was possible to
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synthesize thermoresponsive IPNs with different additional properties such as
conductivity, pH- responsivity, high compressive mechanical properties and fast
shrinking.80-83
A well-known example of a thermoresponsive IPN hydrogel with a UCST phase
transition was presented by Li et al.84 IPNs of poly(acrylic acid)-Graft-β-cyclodextrin
(PAAc-g-β-CD) and PAAm showed UCST behavior with a Tcp at about 35°C.
Furthermore, as a result of the IPN structure, a significantly faster release of ibuprofen
could be observed with higher temperatures as to when compared to lower
temperatures. In addition to the example mentioned, IPNs with a UCST, which are
based on PNAGA, are known. One example is an IPN hydrogel of PNAGA and
poly(acrylic acid) (PAAc).85
PNAGA-based IPN hydrogels are of particular interest due to the good mechanical
properties of PNAGA hydrogels.86 The exceptionally good mechanical properties are
fully based on hydrogen bonds and no chemical cross-linking is required (Figure 4.5-1).

Figure 4.5-1: Physically cross-linked PNAGA hydrogel, based on strong hydrogen
bonding. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.86 2015 Copyright WILEY-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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These good mechanical properties of PNAGA have been used, for example, by Wu et
al. to produce a conductive and highly stretchable IPN hydrogel with self-healing
properties.87
This was achieved by in situ doping of poly(N-acryloylglycinamide-co-2-acrylamid-2methylpropanesulphone)

(PNAGA-PAMPS)

hydrogels

with

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS).
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4.6 Radical polymerization
Free-radical polymerization (FRP) is probably the most widely used method for the
synthesis of polymers in research and industry. The major advantages of FRP are its
fast and relatively simple feasibility, the use of almost all vinyl monomers and the
preservation of polymers with a high molar mass.88 However, there are also
disadvantages of this reaction mechanism. These include the broad molecular weight
distribution (Ð) as well as the lack of control over the microstructure of polymers. These
properties are a result of the termination and chain transfer, reactions which occur
during polymerization.88 Controlled radical polymerization (CRP) is a good alternative
reaction method to suppress the aforementioned disadvantages of FRP. Thus, the
following chapter will deal with the CRP in more detail by showing and discussing
various variants of the CRP.

Controlled radical polymerization
CRP is widely used to decrease reactivity of the chain end, leading to a suppression
of termination and chain transfer reactions which leads to a controlled molecular weight
with lower Dispersity (Đ around 1.3). Different microstructures can be achieved with
this polymerization technique which leads to the possibility to obtain block copolymers
and defined end groups, which are useful for further reaction steps and applications.89
The three most important methods of CRP are presented below. These methods
include nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMRP), Reversible AdditionFragmentation Chain Transfer (RAFT Polymerization) and Atom Transfer Radical
Polymerization (ATRP).89
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NMRP is a variant of controlled polymerization, in which a variety of different
monomers can be used. Moreover, the advantage of this method lies in the metal-free
and effective synthesis of polymers. The reaction mechanism is based on a reversible
equilibrium between active species and inactive species, where alkoxyamines,
originally 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy (TEMPO), are used as inactive species
(Scheme 4.6-1).90

Scheme 4.6-1: Mechanism of NMRP. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.91 2008
American Chemical Society).

The disadvantage of using TEMPO resins is the slow reaction rate, high reaction
temperatures, and the low number of monomers which can be used.92, 93 In recent
years, these disadvantages have been reduced by the development of new nitroxides
such

as

N-tert-butyl-N-(1-diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl)-N-oxyl

(DEPN),

2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-4-phenyl-3-azahexane-3-oxyl (TIPNO), and N-tert-butyl-(1-tertbutyl-2-ethylsulfinyl)propyl nitroxide (BESN).94-98

Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP) is also a known variant of controlled
polymerization.89 As with NMRP, the reaction mechanism is based on the balance
between dormant and propagating species. The deactivated species, alkyl halides
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macromolecules species (P-X), is converted into the activated species (P·) by a
catalytic transition metal complex (Mtn-Y/Ligand) where the metal is in its lower
oxidation state. In this way, the metal passes into a higher oxidation (X-Mtn+1/Ligand)
stage and the activated chain can add a monomer before it switches back to the
deactivated state (Scheme 4.6-2).99
P-X +

M tn-Y / Ligand

kact
kdeact

P
kp
Monomer

X-Mtn+1-Y / Ligand

+
kt

Termination

Scheme 4.6-2: Mechanism of the Atomic Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP).99

In particular, among others, the Matyjaszewski group has developed a large number
of new catalytic transition metal complexes, ligands and initiators in recent decades.
Today, these developments enable the broad application of ATRP for the synthesis of
polymers with complex structures (block, star, grafted, etc.), the functionalization of
polymers and, for example, the modification of functional surfaces.89, 99-101
In addition to NMRP and ATRP, Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer
(RAFT) polymerization is another established method for controlled radical
polymerization, which was first shown in 1998.102 The following (Scheme 4.6-3) shows
the mechanistic process of RAFT polymerization. As with conventional free radical
polymerization, the first step is the disintegration of the initiator and the subsequent
initiation by attacking the vinyl group of the monomer, forming an active species
(Pn·).103 In the next step, this active species (Pn·) is added to the chain transfer agent
(CTA) where an active radical (R·) is fragmented off. This, in turn, can re-initiate to form
the active species (Pm·) which adds up to the chain transfer agent again with the
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elimination of (Pn·). This step repeats itself during chain propagation until complete
consumption of the monomer or upon termination reaction of (Pm) and (Pn).

Scheme 4.6-3: Mechanism of the RAFT polymerization process.102

Due to the thiocarbonylthio end group of the inactive polymer chain, the subsequent
polymerization of another block, the functionalization of surfaces through click
reactions and the stabilization of metal nanoparticles are possible.104-106
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4.7 Aims of the thesis
In this thesis, the following topics regarding the synthesis and application of non-ionic
UCST-type polymers were addressed:
- effect of hydrophilic and hydrophobic comonomers on the phase transition behavior
of the non-ionic UCST-type polymers PNAGA, P(AAm-AN) and PMAAm


hydrophilic PEG units were introduced to the UCST-type P(AAm-AN) copolymer
via a macroinitiator concept



tuning the cloud point and hysteresis of PNAGA by copolymerization with a
hydrophobic comonomer



changing the type of phase transition behavior of PMAAm from UCST to LCST,
depending on the copolymer composition, using hydrophobic N-substituted
acrylamide comonomers

-applications of the non-ionic UCST- and LCST-type copolymers made with different
polymer architectures


drug release by locally controlled temperature change through light irradiation
from UCST-type micelles



design and characterization of the mechanical properties of an interpenetrating
network (IPN) hydrogel with double thermoresponsive properties



release of nanoparticles due to temperature-induced contraction of a LCST-type
nonwoven
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6 Synopsis
The phase transition behavior of established UCST-type polymers was modified by
copolymerization with hydrophilic or hydrophobic comonomers to obtain new polymers
properties and to tune the Tcp, the cooling/heating hysteresis as well as the type of
phase transition itself, such as a double thermoresponsive behavior. In the second part
of this work, the focus was on the application of synthesized copolymers as
thermoresponsive matrixes for the temperature-controlled release of drugs etc. On the
whole, this work consists of six linked sub-works (Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1: Summary of the interlinked research projects in this dissertation.

The first work showed a simple method of making block copolymers of poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) and P(AAm-AN) by using a PEG based macro-azoinitiator. The
copolymer showed dual thermoresponsivity of LCST- and UCST-type in one system,
which is stable and highly reproducible for a large number of cycles. (Publication 1,
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Figure 6-1 top left). The influence of the length of the hydrophilic PEG units on the
thermoresponsive behavior as well as on the formation of micelles by means of
turbidity measurements and DLS measurements was shown. Moreover, the production
and characterization of the mechanical and thermoresponsive properties of a double
thermoresponsive interpenetrating network (IPN) hydrogel from PNAGA (UCST) and
PNIPAAm (LCST) have been demonstrated (Publication 6, Figure 6-1 bottom left).
In the second publication, based on NAGA and AN copolymer using reversible
addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization, we provide a new
polymer system showing highly reproducible, stable and sharp phase transitions for a
large number of cycles without any significant hysteresis. Cloud points can be tuned
by changing the ratio of the two comonomers without sacrificing the reproducibility and
sharpness. Furthermore, changing the concentration and the amount of hydrogen
bond suppressing reagent urea were investigated and discussed by using turbidity,
cryoTEM and DLS measurements (Publication 2, top center Figure 6-1).
(Publication 3

Figure

6-1,

bottom

center)

shows

the

application

of

a

PEG-P(NAGA-AN) terpolymer for a localized, light-triggered temperature increase and
the resulting local release of drugs to combat drug-resistant cancer cells.
Furthermore, by copolymerization of methacrylamide (MAAm) and N-substituted
hydrophobic comonomers, the thermoresponsive behavior of PMAAm was transferred
from a broad UCST to an LCST phase transition with narrow cooling/heating hysteresis
(Publication 4, Figure 6-1 top right). By adding a UV-crosslinking comonomer 4acryloyloxybenzophenone (ABP), the production of a UV-cross linkable electrospun
nonwoven with an LCST-type phase transition could be shown (Publication 5 Figure
6-1 bottom right). As a result of temperature changes, the contraction of the nonwoven
demonstrated the temperature-controlled targeted release of nanoparticles.
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6.1 LCST and UCST in One: Double Thermoresponsive Behavior of
Block Copolymers of Poly(ethylene glycol) and Poly(acrylamide-coacrylonitrile)
This work was published by Käfer, F.; Liu, F.; Stahlschmidt, U.; Jerome, V.; Freitag,
R.; Karg, M.; Agarwal, S., in Langmuir 2015, 31 (32), 8940-6.

In this work, we showed a simple method of making block copolymers of poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) and P(AAm-AN) using a PEG based macro-azoinitiator. The copolymer
showed dual thermoresponsivity of LCST- and UCST-type in one system, which is
stable and highly reproducible for a large number of cycles. This contrasts with P(AAmAN) copolymers, which show a UCST-type phase transition in water.
By way of a free radical polymerization of acrylamide with acrylonitrile, PEG-b-P(AAmAN), the block copolymers could be prepared (Scheme 6.1-1).

Scheme 6.1-1: Radical copolymerization of acrylamide/acrylonitrile using a
PEG-macroinitiator.
Turbidity measurements (Figure 6.1-1A) and light scattering experiments (Figure
6.1-1B) were used for illustration purposes. It was shown that the double
thermoresponsive phase behavior is strongly dependent on the length of the
hydrophilic PEG unit and the concentration. In that way, it was reproducible over a
large number of cooling/heating cycles with a small hysteresis.
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Figure 6.1-1: (A) Turbidity measurements (cooling curves) of PEG-b-P(AAm-AN)
copolymer in pure water. The concentration was 7 wt%, (B) Relaxation rate
distributions normalized by the temperature-dependent solvent viscosity and the
temperature.

The double thermoresponsive behavior observed here is essentially based on the
temperature-dependent change in morphology (Figure 6.1-2). In this case, the
morphology changes with increasing temperature from micellar structures at 25 °C to
aggregates (40 °C) and finally back to micellar structures at 64 °C.
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Figure 6.1-2: TEM images of samples prepared at different temperatures with a
PEG-b-P(AAm-AN) concentration of 7 wt. % at 25 °C (a), 40 °C (b), 64 °C (c) and a
visual change of the polymer solution (d).
6.1.1 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications
The synthesis of the copolymers and its characterization were carried out by me. The
manuscript was also written by me. Dr. Fangyao Liu helped with the discussion and
explanation of the results. The toxicity studies were carried out by Ulrich Stahlschmidt
and Dr. Valérie Jérôme under the guidance of Prof. Dr. Ruth Freitag. The DLS and
static light scattering (SLS) studies were conducted by Arne Lerch under the
supervision of Prof. Dr. Matthias Karg. Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal (corresponding
author) was responsible for supervising, participating in the discussion, the designing
concept and correcting the manuscript.
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6.2 Tunable, Concentration-Independent, Sharp, Hysteresis-Free UCST
Phase Transition from Poly(N-Acryloyl Glycinamide-Acrylonitrile)
System
This work was published by F. Käfer, A. Lerch, S. Agarwal, in the Journal of Polymer
Science Part A: Polymer Chemistry 2017, 55, 274.

In this work, based on NAGA and AN copolymer, we provide a new polymer system
showing a highly reproducible, stable and sharp phase transition for a large number of
cycles without any significant hysteresis. Cloud points can be tuned by changing the
ratio of the two comonomers without sacrificing the reproducibility and sharpness.
RAFT polymerization was used to synthesize P(NAGA-AN) copolymers (Scheme
6.2-1). Block-kind copolymer structures were obtained since AN is preferably
consumed at the beginning of the reaction. This was shown by GC kinetic studies and
DSC measurements, which show two separated glass transition points.

Scheme 6.2-1: Copolymerization of NAGA and AN by using CMDT as chain transfer
agent and AIBN as initiator.
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In contrast to PNAGA, the synthesized P(NAGA-AN) copolymers show a narrow
cooling/heating hysteresis in water, which can be tuned over a temperature range of
< 5-40 °C, depending on the AN content (Figure 6.2-1A). In addition, it was shown that
the cloud point in water does not change depending on the concentration (Figure
6.2-1B).

Figure 6.2-1:(A) hysteresis curves of the transmittance (%) versus temperature for
1 wt % P(NAGA–AN) in pure water, (B) cloud point (cooling) of the synthesized
P(NAGA–AN) copolymers as a function of concentration in pure water. Heating rate
1 °C/min.

Furthermore, TEM and CryoTEM measurements showed the formation of micellar
structures above and aggregation below the cloud point (Figure 6.2-2). In this case,
the block-kind structure of the copolymer is probably the driving force for the formation
of micellar structures above the cloud point. These micellar structures are presumably
stabilized by strong hydrogen bonds, proven by the addition of unusually large
amounts of urea which disturb the formation of hydrogen bonds, whereat the
thermoresponsive behavior was maintained.
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Figure 6.2-2: cryoTEM images of P(NAGA–AN) from a solution of concentration
0.1 wt % at temperature below (A at 20 °C) and above (B at 50 °C).

6.2.1 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications
The synthesis of the copolymers and its characterization were carried out by me. The
manuscript was also written by me. The DLS and SLS studies were conducted by
Arne Lerch. Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal (corresponding author) was responsible for
supervising, participating in the discussion, the designing concept and correcting the
manuscript.
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6.3 Let There be Light: Polymeric Micelles with Upper Critical Solution
Temperature as Light‐Triggered Heat Nanogenerators for Combating
Drug‐Resistant Cancer
This work was published by Y. Deng+, F. Käfer,+ T. Chen, Q. Jin, J. Ji, S. Agarwal, in
Small 2018, 1802420.
[+] These authors contributed equally to this work.

In most cases, thermoresponsive polymeric micelles were constructed by lower critical
solution temperature (LCST) polymers. Upon increasing the temperature to a
temperature higher than LCST, polymeric micelles with LCST are not disassembled
but shrunk, leading to an incomplete drug release. In this work, we show the first
example of UCST-type polymeric micelles as drug nanocarriers to overcome drug
resistance by light-triggered drug release and retention intracellularly.

By way of a free-radical polymerization of NAGA with acrylonitrile, using a
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) macro-azoinitiator, a UCST copolymer was synthesized.
The synthesized copolymer shows a cloud point at around 44 °C (cooling) in water as
well as in PBS solution (0.1 M; pH = 7.4). Due to the microstructure of the PEG-bP(NAGA-co-AN) copolymer, micelles are formed at RT, as shown by DLS and TEM
measurements. The micelles were successfully used for the encapsulation of
anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) and a photo-thermal agent (IR780) (Scheme 6.3-1).
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Scheme 6.3-1: Schematic illustration of the synthesis of PEG-b-P(NAGA-AN) and the
formation of DOX/IR780 loaded micelles.
By irradiation with an NIR laser, the micelles can be dissociated, which enables the
spatiotemporal controlled release of DOX and prevents the efflux of DOX into drug
resistant MCF-7/DOX cells. This allows an effective prevention of the growth of drugresistant tumor cells which could be shown by in vivo studies with nude mice without
any obvious side effects (Figure 6.3-1).

Figure 6.3-1: MCF-7/DOX tumor growth was evaluated by measuring the relative
tumor volume after different treatments.
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6.3.1 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications

The synthesis of the copolymer and its characterization were carried out by me. The
synthesis part of the manuscript was also written and revised by me. The in vivo
release studies and cell experiments were carried out by Yongyan Deng under the
supervision of Prof. Jin Qiao (corresponding author) and Prof. Dr. Jian Ji.
Tingting Chen assisted in the discussion of the results and in the preparation of the art
works. Prof. Dr. Jian Ji, Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal (corresponding author) and
Prof. Dr. Jin Qiao proposed the idea, helped write and correct the manuscript and were
in charge of guiding and supervising this work.
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6.4 Tuning the Phase Transition from UCST-Type to LCST-Type by
Composition Variation of Polymethacrylamide Polymers
This work was published by F. Käfer, M. Pretscher, S. Agarwal, Macromolecular
Rapid Communication 2018, 1800640.

In this work, we show a rare example of composition-dependent thermoresponsive
behavior of the copolymers of methacrylamide (MAAm) with hydrophobic comonomers
such as N-cyclohexylacrylamide (NchAAm) and N-tert-butylacrylamide (NtbAAM).
Polymethacrylamide (PMAAm) homopolymers show a UCST-type phase transition
with a broad hysteresis.
Copolymers of methacrylamide (MAAm) were synthesized using free-radical
polymerization (Scheme 6.4-1).

Scheme 6.4-1: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of copolymers of MAAm and
NchAAm. Reactions were carried out in DMSO with AIBN as radical initiator.

While a broad UCST-type phase transition was observed with an increased Tcp with
2 mol % NchAAm in copolymer composition, with a copolymer with an NchAAm
content of 5 mol %, the copolymer was already soluble in a temperature range of 580 °C when compared to PMAAm (Figure 6.4-1A). However, copolymer with an
NchAAm content of 25 mol % showed an LCST-type phase transition with a narrow
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cooling/heating hysteresis (Figure 6.4-1B). Ultimately, with a content of 50 mol %
NchAAm, the copolymer was completely insoluble.

Figure 6.4-1: Phase separation in water as monitored by measuring Transmittance
(%) at different temperatures during cooling and heating cycles (A) 1 wt % solution of
PMAAm; (B) 1 wt % solution of a P(MAAm75%-NchAAm25%) copolymer.

With regard to the LCST-type copolymer, no significant effect on the concentration or
the phase transition behavior was found. In contrast, the UCST copolymer showed a
strong dependence on the Tcp in the concentration. At a concentration of 2 wt %, the
polymer could no longer be dissolved (Figure 6.4-2).
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Figure 6.4-2: Cloud points as a function of concentration.
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By adding urea, which disturbs the formation of hydrogen bonds, the role of hydrogen
bonds on the phase transition behavior could be demonstrated. The Tcp of LCST-type
transition increased with an increased amount of urea, whereas Tcp decreased with a
UCST-type transition. Moreover, it was found that the hydrophobicity of the
N-substituted comonomers has a considerable influence on the phase behavior, which
could be shown by copolymerization of MAAm with different comonomers such as
N-tert-butylacrylamide, N-furfurylacrylamide or N-n-hexylacrylamide.
6.4.1 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications
The synthesis of the copolymers and its characterization were carried out by me. The
manuscript was also written by me. Martin Pretscher helped with the synthesis and
characterization as a student assistant under my guidance. Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal
(corresponding author) was responsible for supervising, participating in the discussion,
the designing concept and correcting the manuscript.
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6.5 Controlled‐Release LCST‐Type Nonwoven Depots via Squeezing‐
Out Thermal Response
This work was published by F. Käfer, R. Vilensky, G. Vasilyev, E. Zussman,
S. Agarwal, Macromolecular Materials and Engineering 2019, 304, (3), 1800606.

In this work, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept for the release of model nanoparticles
from potential transdermal LCST-type nonwoven patch pores controlled by
temperature. A LCST-type poly(methylacrylamide-co-N-tert-butylacrylamide-co-4acryloylbenzo-phenone) P(MAAm-NtbAAm-ABP) copolymer was synthesized using
free-radical copolymerization (Scheme 6.5-1). As a result of the photo cross-linker
units and the polymer chain, the copolymer could be cross-linked under UV-light
irradiation. Temperature-dependent rheology and turbidity measurements of the
uncross-linked copolymer in solution as well as a micro-DSC measurement for the
cross-linked polymerfilm showed an LCST-type phase transition at approximately
41 °C (heating) resp. 45 °C (cooling).

Scheme

6.5-1:

Synthesis

of

the

P(MAAm-NtbAAm-ABP)

by

free-radical

polymerization at 70°C with AIBN a radical initiator and DMSO as solvent.

The copolymer was successfully electro-spun and subsequently cross-linked under
UV-light irradiation to form a nano-fibrous matrix, which exhibits thermo-initiated LCST56
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based contraction in an aqueous media. The nonwoven showed low contraction in cold
water of around 20 % in the direction along the fibers axis and 5 % in the perpendicular
direction. In contrast, at 40 °C, an additional strong contraction of 50 % in both
directions was achieved due to the dehydration and formation of inter- and
intramolecular hydrogen bonds. In order to demonstrate the temperature triggered
contraction and the induced release, the nano-fibrous matrix was uploaded with
fluorescently labeled carboxylated latex nanoparticles (c-NPs), 200 nm in size (Figure
6.5-1).

Figure 6.5-1: Schematics of the heat-induce fibrous matrix shrinkage and concurrent
nanoparticles release.

The in vitro release was monitored using real time fluorescence microscopy. At around
28 °C, an extensive contraction occurred, accompanied by a burst release of the
c-NPS. At 35 °C, the maximum of particles released was observed. Ultimately, after
the first heating cycle, as much as 62 % of the c-NPS were released from the fibers
mat.
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6.5.1 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications
The synthesis and the characterization of the copolymer were carried out by me.
Turbidity DLS as well as micro DSC measurements were also performed by me. The
rheology, TEM and contraction experiments were performed by Rita Vilensky and
Gleb Vasilyev. The manuscript was written and revised by Rita Vilensky and me.
Prof. Dr. Eyal Zussman and Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal (corresponding author) were
responsible for supervising, participating in the discussion, the designing concept and
correcting the manuscript.
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6.6 Interpenetrating Thermophobic, Thermophilic Dual Responsive
Networks
This work was published by F. Käfer, Y. Hu, Y.J. Wang, Z. L. Wu, S. Agarwal, Journal
of Polymer Science Part A: Polymer Chemistry 2019, 57, 539–54.

In this work, we show the photo-induced radical polymerization of PNAGA gel in the
first reaction step, followed by a second step for preparing the PNIPAAm network to
achieve the IPN hydrogel structure of PNAGA/PNIPAAm (see Scheme 6.6-1). By
changing the content PNIPAAm as the second network the swelling/deswelling
behavior was changed from a broad UCST-type of a PNAGA hydrogel to a double
thermoresponsive behavior for the prepared IPN hydrogels.

Scheme 6.6-1: Schematic preparation of PNAGA/PNIPAAm IPN hydrogels.
The IPN hydrogels showed a dual thermoresponsive swelling/deswelling behavior
depending on the ratio of the 1st to 2nd network (weight ratio ω), which was
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demonstrated by determination of the temperature dependent equilibrium swelling ratio
(ESR) (Figure 6.6-1).
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Figure 6.6-1: Equilibrium swelling rate of an IPN hydrogel with a NIPAAm weight ratio
of ω = 0.7.

Furthermore, stress/strain measurements under different environmental conditions
were performed. The mechanical properties were affected by the temperature and by
the PNIPAAm content. It turned out that an increasing temperature or a decreasing
content of NIPAAm in the IPN hydrogel lead to better mechanical properties.
6.6.1 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications
The synthesis, the mechanically and thermoresponsive characterization of the IPN
hydrogels were done by me and student assistant Yunfeng Hu under my guidance.
Yan Jie Wang helped perform stress/strain measurements in an aqueous environment
at different temperatures. The manuscript was written and revised by me.
Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal (corresponding author) and Prof. Dr. Zi Liang Wu were
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responsible for supervising, participating in the discussion, the designing concept and
correcting the manuscript.
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7 Reprints of Publications

The manuscripts are reprinted in the form of journal articles with the permission of the
respective publishers.
The corresponding author is marked with an asterisk.
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7.1 LCST and UCST in One: Double Thermoresponsive Behavior of
Block Copolymers of Poly(ethylene glycol) and Poly(acrylamide-coacrylonitrile)
This work was published by F. Käfer, F. Liu, U. Stahlschmidt, V. Jérôme, R. Freitag,
M. Karg, S. Agarwal, Langmuir 2015, 31 (32), 8940-6.

Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society
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7.2 Tunable, Concentration-Independent, Sharp, Hysteresis-Free UCST
Phase Transition from Poly(N-Acryloyl Glycinamide-Acrylonitrile)
System
This work was published by F. Käfer, A. Lerch, S. Agarwal, Journal of Polymer Science
Part A: Polymer Chemistry 2017, 55 (2), 274-279.

Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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FIGURE S1 1 H NMR spectrum of the poly(NAGA-AN) copolymer (entry 1, table 1; Mn
= 16 000 g/mol; D = 1.3). The sample was dissolved in DMSO-d6 and measurement
was done at 25 °C.

FIGURE S2 ATR-FTIR spectra of (entry 1, table 1) with the –CN band at 2242 cm-1
and the –C(O)- band at the wavenumber of 1658 cm-1.
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FIGURE S3 ATR-FTIR calibration function for determination of copolymer composition.
Calibration

curve

was

made

by

using

poly(NAGA)/poly(AN)

blends.

Both

homopolymers were synthesized using RAFT polymerization

FIGURE S4 Molar mass distribution curves (entry 1-5, table 1).
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TABLE S1 Mn and molar mass distributions of NAGA/AN copolymers measured by
GPC using DMSO as solvent.

Entry

Mn

D

1

16 000

1.3

2

11 000

1.3

3

14 000

1.2

4

18 500

1.4

5

12 300

1.4

TABLE S2 Glass transition temperatures of poly(NAGA-AN) and poly(NAGA)
determined by DSC.

Entry Tg1 / °C

Tg2 / °C

1

108

147

2

103

140

3

87

153

4

107

160

5

110

-
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FIGURE S5 Glass transition temperatures of poly(NAGA-AN) and poly(NAGA)
determined by DSC (entry 1-5, Table 2).

FIGURE S6 Calibration function of acrylonitrile in toluene. R2= 0.9992
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FIGURE S7 Peak areas of the GC measurements of unreacted acrylonitrile in toluene
as solvent depending on reaction time, (entry 1, table 1).

TABLE S3 Yields, reacted amounts of N-acryloyl glycinamide in copolymer after
different time periods m0 (NAGA) = 525 mg, m0 (AN) = 117 mg

Entry

Time / min

Yield / %

NAGA / %

AN / %

1

0

0

0

0

2

5

5

1.5

19.9

3

10

15

4

66

4

20

17

4.6

75.7

5

40

31

21.1

78.4

6

60

52

44.6

86.4

7

90

54

46.3

92.6

8

120

58

48.8

99.5
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FIGURE S8 Hysteresis curve of poly(NAGA) in pure water, concentration 1 wt.%.

FIGURE S9 Effect of poly(NAGA) in different amounts on the hysteresis and
cloud point of (entry 2, table 1), concentration of (entry 2, table 1) was 1 wt.%.
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FIGURE S10 Cooling curves of (entry 1 and 3, table 1) in PBS puffer solution,
concentration 1 wt. %

FIGURE S11 Radius distribution functions obtained from CONTIN analysis of intensitytime autocorrelation functions measured with DLS for entries 1, 2 and 3 at 20°C. The
samples were measured at a scattering angle of 90° at concentrations of 0.1 wt. %.
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7.3 Let There be Light: Polymeric Micelles with Upper Critical Solution
Temperature as Light‐Triggered Heat Nanogenerators for Combating
Drug‐Resistant Cancer
This work was published by Y. Deng+, F. Käfer,+ T. Chen, Q. Jin, J. Ji, S. Agarwal,
Small 2018, 1802420.
[+] These authors contributed equally to this work.

Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim
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7.4 Tuning the Phase Transition from UCST-Type to LCST-Type by
Composition Variation of Polymethacrylamide Polymers
This work was published by F. Käfer, M. Pretscher, S. Agarwal, Macromolecular Rapid
Communication 2018, 1800640.

Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim
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7.5 Controlled‐Release LCST‐Type Nonwoven Depots via Squeezing‐
Out Thermal Response
This work was published by F. Käfer, R. Vilensky, G. Vasilyev, E. Zussman,
S. Agarwal, Macromolecular Materials and Engineering 2019, 304, (3), 1800606.

Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2018 WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim
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7.6 Interpenetrating Thermophobic, Thermophilic Dual Responsive
Networks
This work was published by F. Käfer, Y. Hu, Y.J. Wang, Z. L. Wu, S. Agarwal, Journal
of Polymer Science Part A: Polymer Chemistry 2019, 57, 539–54.

Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Outlook

8 Outlook

As it is shown in this dissertation by use of a number of examples, thermoresponsive
polymers are attracting a growing interest in research as well as in a wide range of
applications. In recent years, considerable progress has been made in understanding
UCST phase transition behavior. Nevertheless, a number of questions remain to which
there is no answer and which require further and more precise studies. In this case,
novel acrylamide-based N- or α-substituted comonomers could play an important role
as they can show a significant impact on the phase transition behavior. The
hydrophobicity and size of the substituents seem to be the main factors influencing the
formation of hydrogen bonds and complex structures, which, in the future, should be
characterized by neutron and dynamic light scattering studies using the copolymers
synthesized in this thesis, and by using new synthesized acrylamide-based

-

substituted comonomers.

Moreover, the temperature-controlled change of the polymer morphology from micelles
to aggregates and to micelles again opens a broad field of possible applications in the
field of biomedicine, as shown in this thesis. Furthermore, the application of
thermoresponsive IPN hydrogels is highly considerable in this field. Nevertheless, due
to promising applications such as hydrogel microactuators, artificial muscles, etc.,
thermoresponsive fiber mats which show a strong contraction when the ambient
temperature is changed should not be forgotten. Such a system could be used for
wound care and a temperature-controlled release of drugs into open skin lesions.
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